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Welcome to the MSL 3.x to 4 upgrade guide

Here, you'll find out how to upgrade your existing Media Services Live (MSL) 3.x streams to MSL 4.

What's supported
This upgrade process supports upgrade of streams configured with Media Services 3.x HLS, HDS, and
DASH Ingest.

Note: The upgrade process doesn't support upgrade of streams configured with Media
Services Live 3.x - Stream Packaging. If you're still working with streams in this
version, you'll need to recreate them using Media Services Live 4. Contact your
Akamai account representative for more information.

How it works
The upgrade process doesn’t move your existing ingest streams. Instead, it creates a clone of it along with
MSL 4.x-specific settings. During the upgrade, you can keep using your HLS/HDS/DASH streams with no
impact. After the upgrade completes, you can start publishing to the new MSL 4.x URL. You might want to
test the workflow before you deactivate the old MSL 3.x streams.

Before you begin
Are you going to use Akamai's Adaptive Media Delivery (AMD) service to deliver your upgraded MSL 4
streams? There's an optional "Set up delivery for the stream" phase of the upgrade. It's used to set up your
streams to run with AMD. So, if you're going to use AMD, you're going to need some things:

• You need AMD added to your contract. Work with your Akamai account representative to get it
added, and get the specific Akamai contract ID that's assigned to it.

• You need at least one CP code provisioned for use with AMD. A CP code identifies your traffic
on the Akamai network for reporting, billing, and monitoring purposes. When you work with your
account team to set up AMD, they'll provision at least one CP code for use with AMD. You'll assign a
friendly name to it, and Akamai will also apply a unique alphanumeric identifier. You need one of
these two values.

Tip: The Property Manager Editor that you'd use to manually create an AMD property
includes the CP Code behavior in the Default Rule. This behavior offers a built-in tool
that you can use to create new CP codes. So, you could create a simulated AMD
property and create a new CP code using this behavior. You wouldn't need to save the
property or activate on an Akamai network. You'd just be creating the simulated AMD
property to create a new CP code. The upgrade process covered here actually creates
the AMD property for you, and applies all of the necessary Media Services Live-related
settings.

The upgrade process
To upgrade your HLS/HDS/DASH streams to MSL 4:

1. Log in to Control Center.
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2. Go to  > ORIGIN SERVICES > Media Services Live

3. If your system has MSL 3.x HLS/HDS/DASH streams, you'll see this message:
 

 

4. Click Upgrade Tool to begin. A list of eligible streams is displayed, along with its status:

• NOT STARTED. You can upgrade this stream.

• UPGRADED. The upgrade process finished.

• PENDING. The upgrade process has started and is under propagation.

• FAILED. The upgrade process did not go through earlier.

5. Select a stream or a set of streams and click Upgrade to open the Upgrade Streams wizard.

View streams to upgrade
This first page of the wizard shows details on the streams in the configuration that you'll be upgrading.

You can view details about the total number of streams selected, the streams eligible for upgrade, and the
streams not eligible for upgrade. If your selection contains streams that aren't eligible for upgrade, the tool
will still proceed to upgrade eligible streams.

 

 

When you're done reviewing information, click Next.

Set up ingest for the streams
In this phase of the wizard, you set up the ingest for the stream that you upgraded.
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1. Select a Contract that's been set up for access to MSL 4. Only contract IDs that have been
provisioned to access MSL 4 with the active user account are shown in this drop-down.

2. Select an Ingest CP Code:

• Choose Existing. In the CP Code Name menu, select an active CP code that's already been
configured to deliver MSL 4 streams.

• Create New. Enter a friendly name for a new CP code. This is how the CP code will be listed
in this and other Control Center applications. Click Create New to add a new CP code. The
selection changes to Choose Existing and your new CP code is displayed in CP Code
Name.

Note: The active user account needs to have administrator-level
access and you must have open CP codes available on your contract.
If you run into an error when trying to add a new CP code, contact
your account representative for assistance.

3. Select an Encoder Location. Pick a location that is closest to the encoder you're using to push
stream data.

Note: An upgraded MSL 4 stream can't use the same archive location you
used for the MSL 3.x stream. You can't playback archived live content using
the delivery URL that's created after the upgrade. Use the existing MSL 3.x
delivery URL to access the past archive.

4. Optionally use the Storage Group Override options to archive your live streams to a different
NetStorage storage group. Otherwise, your archives will be sent to the same storage group you
originally configured in your MSL 3.x configuration.

• Choose Existing. Select the new storage group you want to use. Only storage groups
properly configured and accessible to the active user account are revealed.
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• Create New. Input a friendly name for the new storage group. Once you complete this wizard
to upgrade, a new storage group will be created in NetStorage. You'll need to create an
upload account to access content in this storage group. See the NetStorage user
documentation for details on this process.

5. Click Next to continue.

Set up origin for the stream
When upgrading, you can choose an existing MSL origin or create a new one for the selected streams.

Here, you select the Primary Hostname that's used to call your MSL 4 configuration. You can either select
an existing hostname, if you've already set up MSL 4 configurations to stream the same ingress media
fromat, or you can create a new one.

 

 

Select an existing origin

1. In Primary Origin, select Choose Existing.

2. Select a Hostname from the drop-down list.

Note: If you don't have any Primary Hostnames set up for MSL 4, this menu
will be empty. Go to Create a new origin, below.

3. Click Next to continue

Create a new origin

1. In Primary Origin, select Create New.

2. Enter a unique identifier for the origin. It needs to be unique, regardless of encoder locations. The
identifier can have up to 16 alphanumeric characters.

3. Make note of the Hostname that appears. This is your Primary Hostname.

4. Select the Origin Egress CP Code. A CP code is used to track all web traffic handled by Akamai
servers, for use in billing and reporting. This is the CP code that's used to track egress media. CP
codes that are available to the active user account are revealed. If you need new CP codes—to
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increase granularity of reporting and billing for an upgraded stream—contact your account
representative.

5. Click Next to continue.

 

 

Set up delivery for the stream
In this phase, you can optionally set up delivery via Adaptive Media Delivery (AMD) for an upgraded stream.

This is an optional process, and only applies if you're using Akamai's AMD product for the delivery.

How MSL 4 works with AMD
In a traditional workflow for Media Services Live (MSL) 4 with AMD, you create an MSL 4 configuration to
determine how to deliver your live content. Next, you create an AMD property in Property Manager and
select your MSL configuration to serve as your "origin" to deliver your live content.

This migration utility automatically creates the AMD property for you, and applies all of the relevant MSL
settings in it.

Set up Delivery Settings

Note: Make sure that you've met all the requirements in Before you begin to get AMD
set up for use.
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1. Enable the Setup Delivery slider.

2. In Contract, select the appropriate contract ID to assign it to the streams you're upgrading. This is the
contract ID that you get from your account team during initial provisioning of AMD.

3. Select a Delivery CP Code that's been set up for Adaptive Media Delivery. This is the CP code that
was set up during initial provisioning of AMD. Make note of this CP code for later use.

4. We recommend secure delivery. Enable the HTTPS Only slider. This will create a secure property
hostname in the auto-generated AMD property, using the Akamai shared certificate.

5. Set a Delivery Hostname for the streams. This is typically the root hostname in requests for your
content. Don't include the full URL, just the primary hostname in it.

Note: If you enabled HTTPS Only for secure traffic, you can't include
subdomains in your hostname. For example, you can't use jdoe.test.
Instead, you can use hostnames such as jdoe-test or jdoetest.

6. You'll see the Security Policy Assignments section if you have Media Security Policy on your contract
and it's been enabled for the MSL 3.x stream you're upgrading. See Media Security Policy protection,
below for details.

7. Click Next to display a summary of your configuration.
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Note: If streams whose configurations have HTTPS enabled are upgraded to MSL 4,
the upgrade will automatically configure an additional rule in your AMD property to
allow only HTTPS traffic.

Media Security Policy protection
If you see the Security Policy Assignments section in this window, perform these steps to upgrade these
protections:

1. Specify a Path. Enter a value that points to the content to be protected. This is the path you set up in
the stream configuration you're upgrading. The following apply:

• Ensure that you preface this path with the appropriate value based on the content format.

• The Path field should follow the syntax from Media Security Policy.

• The path must be unique. You can only add non-overlapping paths. For example, you can't
add paths /a/b and /a/b/test in the assignments.

• For example, for HLS, the format would be /hls/live/<path/wildcards>.

2. Select an appropriate security policy.

The selected Media Security Policy won't be directly used in your AMD property. Instead, the upgrade tool
will translate it into corresponding behaviors in your AMD property.

For more on Media Security Policy, see its user documentation.

View a summary of the stream upgrade
Review the summary for the upgrade in the wizard.
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The upgrade stream summary page displays the number of streams to be upgraded, the ingest, origin, and
delivery configurations that you set up.

1. Make note of these values. You'll verify them in the AMD property that's created by the upgrade.

• Hostname

• Delivery Hostname

• Delivery Edge Hostname

2. Email me the configuration details... is enabled by default, with the email address assigned to the
active user account named. Leave this set as is to receive an email when the upgrade completes.
You can click in the field, manually type an additional email address and press Enter to add another
email address.

3. Click Submit to finalize the upgrade. The following message appears:

How long an upgrade can take
The upgrade can take up to three hours.

Stream statuses
The following table describes the stream status information:
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Stream Status Description
PENDING The stream is still under propagation.

UPGRADED The stream is successfully upgraded to the MSL 4 network.

NOT STARTED The upgrade process has not yet started.

FAILED The upgrade process failed. Please contact Akamai Technical
Support.

Upgrade failures
When you upgrade a stream, if the process fails, Akamai sends you a notification email. If this happens,
retry the upgrade. If the issue persists, contact Akamai Technical Support.

What comes next
After you complete the upgrade, there are a few more things to do.

After a successful migration, any email address you set in the Summary phase of the upgrade will receive a
few emails.

Your AMD property is on staging
If you set up delivery for the stream to use AMD, you'll probably receive this email first. It contains some
specifics regarding the AMD property that the upgrade tool created.
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1. Click VIEW CONFIGURATION to open the property in the Property Manager Editor in Akamai
Control Center:
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2. From here you can:

• Click any of the Version 1 links to view property specifics. If you're happy with these
settings, you just need to wait until you get the next email.

• Click New Version to update the AMD property. The table that follows talks about what you
can update. Once you have all of the options set in your AMD property as desired, click Save.

What you can update Details
Update the Property
Hostname to use a
different level of
security

By default, the AMD property that's created by the upgrade
uses the Akamai shared certificate method for secure
transfer. However, you may want to add more security using
either a standard TLS or enhanced TLS certificate. This
requires that you use the Certificate Provisioning System to 
create the certificate and then edit your Property Hostname in
your AMD property to apply it.
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What you can update Details

Note: If you decide to use a different certificate,
rather than the default Akamai shared certificate
that applies the
<hostname>.akamaized.net hostname, you
need to perform a CNAME change in your DNS.
It will need to resolve requests to the Edge
Hostname value you see for your updated
Property Hostname.

Use case-based
behaviors in the
Default Rule

To optimize delivery of live streams via AMD, you can provide
various settings in the Segmented Media Delivery Mode,
Origin Characteristics, Content Characteristics, and Client
Characteristics in the Default Rule. This is covered in the 
Media Services Live user documentation.

Note: Don't change settings in the Origin
Server or Content Provider Code behaviors.
Verify that the Origin Hostname from your
stream upgrade is listed as the MSL Origin.
Also, verify that the Content Provider Code field
shows the AMD CP code you set when you set
up delivery for the stream.

Add more rules,
behaviors, or optional
features

See the Adaptive Media Delivery user documentation for
more information.

Your AMD property is on production
If you stayed with version 1 of the automatically generated AMD property—you didn't create and edit a new
version of the property—this email tells you that version 1 of the property is now live in production and ready
to distribute your live stream.
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From here, you can:

• Wait for the next email. If you're using the auto-generated version 1 of the AMD property, you just
need to wait until the stream itself has been migrated. You'll get the next email once you've reached
this phase.

• Ignore this email. If you edited the property to version 2, you need to wait until that version is live on
the production network. So, ignore this email and wait until you receive the next email.

Your stream is on staging
Your stream is now available on the Akamai staging network. You can get your encoder set up to deliver
content, using the Primary and Backup Publishing URLs, and then test using your AMD property.
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Your stream is on production
Your stream is now live on the Akamai production network. Get your encoder set up to deliver content, using
the Primary and Backup Publishing URLs, and then go live with your AMD property to start distributing to
your end users.
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Allow specific origins (for CORS)

Cross Origin Resource Sharing (CORS) is a mechanism that allows restricted resources on a web page to
be requested from another domain.

In today's market, streaming content providers often restrict streams to only allow playback from their own
website, or that of approved affiliates, as a lightweight way to prevent piracy. The CORS specification
provides a standard framework for allowing different web properties to share streaming resources.

MSL 3.x and MSL 4 handle CORS differently than Adaptive Media Delivery (AMD). In MSL 3.x and MSL 4,
clients accessing cross origin content get an indication whether the response can be shared with resources
coming from a specific origin, and they act accordingly. But, the resulting AMD property has the default
CORS rule, which does not handle this scenario. This might impact your live streams.

You should configure appropriate CORS headers for video assets to work from cross origins for HTML5 and
Javascript-based players. Configure the Access-control-allow-origin-header under the default rule of AMD
with origin hostnames that can access your video assets. Here are some ways to do this:

1. If access to your video assets is only allowed from a predefined origin, edit the default CORS rule on
AMD property and input your origin hostname (such as: example.com) in the access-control-allow-
origin.

2. If access to your video assets are allowed from any origin, create a variable to extract the origin
header from the incoming request and use the variable in the access-control-allow-origin header as
part of the default CORS rule.
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3. If access to your video assets are only allowed from certain origins, create a variable to extract the
origin header from the incoming request and use the variable to compare against a predefined list of
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origins. If the value of the extracted variable matches this predefined list, then use the origin in
access-control-allow-origin-header as part of default CORS rule.
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Changes to make after the upgrade

Since the migrated streams are in the newer Media Services Live (MSL) 4 architecture, you need to make
various changes.

Once the upgrade completes, make these changes to the publishing and playback URLs for these streams:

• Change the publishing URLs at your encoder locations to adopt the MSL 4 architecture. Replace
akamaihd.net in your publishing URLs to akamaientrypoint.net.

• Change the delivery hostnames and path to the new AMD hostname. If you're using a customer
hostname, then you need to make a corresponding CNAME change to map to the edge hostname.

• Use the new delivery URL akamaized.net instead of akamaihd.net. Use the hostname that you
entered while setting up delivery.

Publishing URL Format
This table describes the entrypoint hostnames and path names for Media Services Live 3.x and 4.

MSL 3.x (HLS, HDS, and DASH ingest) MSL 4
Hostname:
post.example-i.akamaihd.net

New hostname:
p-
ep{stream_id}.i.akamaientrypoint.net

URL path:
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/
{stream_id}/{eventname}/{sessionID}/
{bitrateID}/{directory_rollover#}/
{name}_{sequence#}.ts

New URL path:
http://p-
ep{stream_id}.i.akamaientrypoint.net/
{stream_id}/{uniquesourcename}/
{sessionID}/{bitrateID}/
{OPTIONAL_PATH}/{name}_{sequence#}.ts

Variable values are enclosed in { }, and are as follows:

• {stream_id}. Unique identifier for the stream provided by Akamai.

• {uniquesourcename}. This is a nomenclature change of the current event name. This is the first
URL path component following the {stream_id}. Use this name to identify the current media
source from a set of sources ingesting into Akamai.

• {session ID}. This is needed to distinguish different encoder restart points and make sure that
path duplications do not overwrite the media objects across the restart points. For example, for a
24x7 source, a good recommendation is to have a string with the date time string at the time of
connection: {stream_id}/{uniquesourcename}/20160628T18h22m10s/* or {stream_id}/
{uniquesourcename}/T1467082295/*.

• {bitrateID}. A unique path element to distinguish media segments specific to a bitrate. It is
mandatory to have this path element. Bitrate in kilobits of the corresponding media object should be
extractable using a regular expression such as: */rend4000K/*, */master_3000K/*, */
bitrate3000K/*.
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• {OPTIONAL_PATH}. Other fixed pathnames for specific workflows that are not mandatory. For
software releases prior to Media Services Live 4.0, this is the directory rollover pathname.

Playback URL Format
The playback URL format is:

http://example.akamaized.net/{format}/live/{stream_id}/{event_name}/
{filename_.m3u8_or_.ts]

Variable values are enclosed in { }, and are as follows:

• {format}. The egress format of the stream. This can be hls, hds, dash, or cmaf.

• {stream_id}. Unique identifier for the stream provided by Akamai.

• {event_name}. The name of the event configured to trigger your live stream, if applicable.

• {filename...}. The name of the target segment or manifest file.
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MSL 3.x to MSL 4 mapping

This section provides a mapping for various settings and services between Media Services Live v3.x and 4.

HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest MSL 3.x Media Services Live 4

Create or
Manage your
MSL setup

There are two ways you can create and
manage MSL 3.x streams, via Control
Center or via an API:

• Using Control Center: Select
 > MEDIA > Other Media

services > Legacy Media
Services Live.

• Using the API: See the Media
Services API v1 user guide
documentation for instructions.
It's available via Download
Center on Akamai Control
Center:

1. Access Control Center.

2. Log in with an account
that has access to create
Media Services Live
v3.x. streams.

3. Select  > SUPPORT >
Download Center.

4. In the Media Delivery
category, select Media
Services Live.

5. Open Legacy product
documentation.

6. Click Media Services
API v1 user guide.pdf
to download the file.

Note: The Media Services
API v1 is only supported for
use with HLS ingest.

There are two ways you can manage
MSL 4 and AMD data in reports, via
Control Center or via an API:

For MSL 4:

• Using Control Center: Go to
 > ORIGIN SERVICES >

Media Services Live .

• Using the API: See the Media
Services Live Stream
Provisioning API v2
documentation.

For AMD: You use Property Manager
to create an AMD property to deliver
your content.

• Using Control Center: See the 
Adaptive Media Delivery user
documentation for instructions.

• Using the API: See the 
Property Manager API v1
documentation.

Publishing URL
format

http://post.testConfig-
i.akamaihd.net/123456/
testEvent/master.m3u8

http(s)://p-
ep123456.i.akamaientrypoint.n
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HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest MSL 3.x Media Services Live 4

or

http(s)://post-testConfig-
i.akamaihd.net/123456/
testEvent/master.m3u8

et/ 123456/testEvent/
master.m3u8

Default Variant
Playlists (for
HLS)

• master.m3u8

• index.m3u8

• playlist.m3u8

• master.m3u8

• index.m3u8

• playlist.m3u8

• *_master.m3u8

Playback URL
format

http(s)://testConfig-
i.akamaihd.net/(hls|hds|
dash)/live/123456/testEvent/
master.m3u8

http(s)://
testConfig.akamaized.net/
(hls|hds|dash)/live/123456/
testEvent/master.m3u8

Protecting
Streams

There are several security features you
can add to your streams by adding
Media Security Policy. It's accessible
via Control Center and an API.

• Using Control Center: Select
 > MEDIA > Other Media

services > Media security
policies.

• Using the API: See the Media
Security Policy API v2
documentation.

AMD offers various security features
that are accessible via behaviors added
to your AMD property in Property
Manager. See the Adaptive Media
Delivery user documentation.

Reports There are two ways you can manage
MSL 3.x data in reports, via Control
Center or via an API:

Using Control Center:

1. Select  > MEDIA > Other
Media services > Legacy
Media Services Live reports.

2. In the menu at the top right,
select HLS/HDS/DASH
Ingest > Realtime or Historical

Using the API: See the Media Services
Reports API v1 documentation.
Specifically, all of the operations listed

There are two ways you can manage
MSL 4 and AMD data in reports, via
Control Center or via an API:

For MSL 4:

• Using Control Center:

1. Go to  > ORIGIN
SERVICES.

2. Open the Media
Services Live entry.

3. Click Reports.
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HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest MSL 3.x Media Services Live 4

below the heading, "Media Services
Live HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest."

4. In the menu at the top
right, select either
Realtime or Historical.

• Using the API: See the Media
Services Reports API
documentation.

For AMD:

• Using Control Center:

1. Go to  > MEDIA >
Media delivery reports.

2. In the menu at the top
right, select Adaptive
Media Delivery >
Realtime or Historical.

• Using the API: See the Media
Delivery Reports API v1
documentation. Specifically, all
of the operations listed below
the heading, "Adaptive Media
Delivery."

All user
documentation

This documentation is available via
Download Center on Control Center:

1. Access Control Center.

2. Log in with an account that has
access to create Media Services
Live v3.x. streams.

3. Select  > SUPPORT >
Download Center.

4. In the Media Delivery category,
select Media Services Live.

5. Open Legacy product
documentation.

6. Click MSL 3.x HLS, HDS, and
DASH Ingest user guide.pdf to
download the file.

Media Services Live 4 user
documentation

Qualified
encoders

Akamai Community Akamai Community
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https://techdocs.akamai.com/media-services-rpts/reference/media-services-reports-api
https://techdocs.akamai.com/media-services-rpts/reference/media-services-reports-api
https://techdocs.akamai.com/media-services-rpts/reference/media-services-reports-api
https://developer.akamai.com/api/media_delivery/media_delivery_reports/v1.html#resources
https://developer.akamai.com/api/media_delivery/media_delivery_reports/v1.html#resources
https://developer.akamai.com/api/media_delivery/media_delivery_reports/v1.html#resources
https://control.akamai.com/
https://techdocs.akamai.com/msl/docs/welcome-msl
https://techdocs.akamai.com/msl/docs/welcome-msl
https://community.akamai.com/customers/s/article/Qualified-Encoders-MSL-3-2-MSL-4-x?language=en_US
https://community.akamai.com/customers/s/article/Qualified-Encoders-MSL-3-2-MSL-4-x?language=en_US


Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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